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Abstract
Chinese Grammatical Error Detection(CGED)
aims at detecting grammatical errors in Chi-
nese texts. One of the main challenges for
CGED is the lack of annotated data. To
alleviate this problem, previous studies pro-
posed various methods to automatically gen-
erate more training samples, which can be
roughly categorized into rule-based methods
and model-based methods. The rule-based
methods construct erroneous sentences by di-
rectly introducing noises into original sen-
tences. However, the introduced noises are
usually context-independent, which are quite
different from those made by humans. The
model-based methods utilize generative mod-
els to imitate human errors. The generative
model may bring too many changes to the
original sentences and generate semantically
ambiguous sentences, so it is difficult to de-
tect grammatical errors in these generated sen-
tences. In addition, generated sentences may
be error-free and thus become noisy data. To
handle these problems, we propose CNEG, a
novel Conditional Non-Autoregressive Error
Generation model for generating Chinese
grammatical errors. Specifically, in order to
generate a context-dependent error, we first
mask a span in a correct text, then predict
an erroneous span conditioned on both the
masked text and the correct span. Further-
more, we filter out error-free spans by measur-
ing their perplexities in the original sentences.
Experimental results show that our proposed
method achieves better performance than all
compared data augmentation methods on the
CGED-2018 and CGED-2020 benchmarks.

1 Introduction

The goal of Grammatical Error Detection is to de-
tect grammatical errors in texts (Rao et al., 2018).
It is useful for many NLP applications such as writ-
ing assistant (Napoles et al., 2017), search engine
(Gao et al., 2010), and speech recognition systems
(Wang et al., 2020a), etc. Grammatical errors may

Figure 1: An error-correction pair from CGED datasets.
The first line is an erroneous sentence, tokens marked
in blue color are selection errors, tokens marked in
green color are redundant words. The second line is
the corrected sentence.

appear in all languages (Dale et al., 2012; Bryant
et al., 2019). In this paper, we only investigate the
problem of Chinese Grammatical Error Detection
(CGED).

Grammatical Error Detection is usually formu-
lated as a sequence tagging task, where each er-
roneous token is assigned with an error type, e.g.,
selection errors and redundant words, as shown in
Figure 1. Since annotating grammatical errors re-
quires rich linguistic knowledge, it is expensive and
time-consuming to annotate a large-scale corpus.
Therefore, the scarcity of labeled data is one of the
main challenges for this task. To handle this prob-
lem, previous works proposed various data aug-
mentation methods to automatically generate more
training samples (Kiyono et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2019; Lichtarge et al., 2019; Kasewa et al., 2018).
The methods of generating erroneous sentences can
be roughly categorized into the following two types:
(1) Rule-based methods. These methods con-
struct erroneous sentences by introducing noises
into original texts, e.g., inserting, deleting, or re-
placing some words (Zhao et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2019). As the erroneous sentence shown in Figure
1, human grammatical errors are usually context de-
pendent. On the contrary, the randomly introduced
errors are context-independent (case I in Figure
2), therefore these noise-corrupted sentences are
quite different from the erroneous sentences made
by humans. (2) Model-based methods. In order
to imitate human errors, many studies utilize neu-
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Figure 2: Illustration for some examples generated by various data augmentation methods. Tokens marked in red
are the modifications against the original sentence. Example I is constructed by the rule-based method, and the
introduced error is meaningless to the original sentence. It is too easy for the detection model to detect such error.
Example II is constructed by the model-based method, which is quite different from the original sentence. It is
difficult to judge which tokens are grammatical errors when comparing the generated sentence with the original
sentence. Example III is also different from the original sentence, but it does not contain any grammatical errors.

ral generative models to generate grammatical er-
rors, such as Seq2Seq models (Kasewa et al., 2018;
Wan et al., 2020), and translation models which
obtain erroneous sentences via round-trip transla-
tion through a bridge language (Zhou et al., 2020;
Lichtarge et al., 2019). However, considering that
the outputs of generative models are not usually
faithful to the inputs (Weng et al., 2020), seman-
tic and syntactic ambiguities may arise when the
generative models bring too many changes to the
original sentences (case II in Figure 2). Even hu-
man can not infer the correct sentences from these
generated sentences, so it is also difficult for the
detection model to automatically detect grammati-
cal errors. Meanwhile, generated sentences may be
error-free and become noisy data (case III in Fig-
ure 2). Therefore, these constructed samples have
little contributions to improving the performance
of detection models.

To handle the aforementioned problems, we
propose CNEG, a novel Conditional Non-
Autoregressive Error Generation (CNEG) model
for generating Chinese grammatical errors. Figure
3 illustrates the architecture of the model. Specifi-
cally, to predict a context-dependent error, we first
mask a span of a correct text, and utilize BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) to conduct non-autoregressive
span prediction. In order to ensure that the gener-
ated sentence will be faithful to the original sen-
tence, we force the model to generate span condi-
tioned on the original span. Considering that the
correct information is integrated into the model,
we further introduce a penalty to encourage the
model not to directly reconstruct the correct span.
Our CNEG model is based on BERT, which is pre-
trained on a large scale of Chinese corpus. There-
fore, the model can generate errors that do not
appear in the training dataset. Finally, in order
to filter out the error-free spans, we also utilize a

pre-trained BERT to measure the perplexities of
generated spans.

The main contributions of this paper can be sum-
marized as follows:

• We propose a new data augmentation method
(CNEG) to tackle the data scarcity of
CGED. We utilize BERT encoder with a non-
autoregressive decoding layer as the backbone
of our generative model to generate context-
dependent errors.

• We incorporate the original span into our gen-
erative model, which enables the model to
predict the erroneous span conditioned on the
original span. And we introduce a filtering
strategy to filter out error-free spans.

• Experimental results on the CGED datasets
show that our method outperforms all previ-
ous methods, which demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of our method. We release the source
code for further use by the community1.

2 Related Work

Chinese Grammatical Error Detection (CGED)
aims at detecting grammatical errors in Chinese
sentences (Rao et al., 2018). Most studies regard it
as a sequence tagging task, where each token will
be given a correct label or an error-type. Sequence
labeling methods are widely used for CGED, such
as feature-based statistical models (Chang et al.,
2012), and neural models (Fu et al., 2018). Due to
the effectiveness of BERT(Devlin et al., 2019) in
many other NLP applications, recent studies adopt
BERT as the basic architecture of CGED models
(Fang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020b; Li and Shi,
2021). Wang et al. (2020b) propose a model that

1https://github.com/tc-yue/DA_CGED
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combines ResNet and BERT to achieve state-of-
the-art results on the CGED-2020 task. Li and Shi
(2021) apply a CRF layer on BERT to introduce
the dependency of tokens.

However, neural models usually require a large
amount of training data, and manually annotating
a large corpus is expensive and time-consuming.
Therefore, many studies focus on data augmenta-
tion methods to automatically generate large-scale
training samples to boost the performance of gram-
matical error detection models (Kiyono et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2019; Lichtarge et al., 2019; Kasewa
et al., 2018). Kiyono et al. (2019) investigated
different strategies of the incorporation of pseudo
data, including the method of generating the pseudo
data, the seed corpus for augmentation, and train-
ing strategies with these augmented samples. Wang
et al. (2019) proposed a rule-based editing method
that constructs the noise-corrupted text. Instead of
directly adding noise into the sentence, Wan et al.
(2020) introduce noise to the representation of a
sentence and apply the Seq2Seq model to generate
sentences with various error types. Lichtarge et al.
(2019) use an intermediate language as a bridge
to generate grammatical error samples. Zhou et al.
(2020) consider that Neural Machine Translation
(NMT) model is significantly better than the Sta-
tistical Machine Translation (SMT) model, then
utilize NMT model and SMT model to generate
correct and erroneous sentences respectively. More-
over, Wang and Zheng (2020) firstly identify the
most vulnerable tokens by a seq2seq model, then
replace these tokens with the grammatical errors
which are collected from the training dataset.

3 Methodology

3.1 Problem Formulation

Our goal is to generate high-quality grammatical
errors to improve the performance of CGED mod-
els. Given a sample S = (E,C, Y ) from CGED
training dataset, where E = [e1, e2, ..., em] is an
erroneous sentence of m tokens. Each token ei is
assigned with a label yi ∈ {0, ..., d}, where d is the
number of error types and 0 represents non-error.
C = [c1, c2, ..., cn] is the corresponding corrected
text of n tokens. The goal of data augmentation
method is to generate erroneous sentences based on
the correct sentence C and the erroneous sentence
E. And the goal of grammatical error detection
model is to predict the label yi of each token ei.

In the following subsections, we first present the

Figure 3: The architecture of our CNEG model.

architecture of our generative model, as described
in §3.2, then introduce the method of construct-
ing erroneous sentences with the trained model, as
described in §3.3.

3.2 CNEG Model
Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of the proposed
CNEG model. To imitate human errors, our model
first masks a span in a correct text, then predicts the
erroneous span conditioned on the masked context
and the correct span. In this subsection, we first
describe the training samples for the generative
model, then present the architecture of the model,
finally introduce the learning objectives.

Training Samples Construction Given an erro-
neous sentence and its corresponding correct sen-
tence, we collect the erroneous spans and their
corresponding correct spans. Then we sample an
erroneous span Espan of ne tokens, and its cor-
responding correct span Cspan of nc tokens. As
shown in Figure 3, the target of the model is
the erroneous span, and the inputs of the model
are the correct span and the masked correct text.
To get the masked correct text Cmasked, we re-
place the correct span Cspan in the correct text
C with a masked span Mspan consisting of nm
[MASK] tokens, where nm ≥ ne and nm ≥ nc.
Since the erroneous span Espan and the correct
span Cspan may be not aligned in token level (e.g.
Espan = "而于", Cspan = "而终于"), the model can
hardly learn the token-level mappings of those span.
To handle this problem, we propose a strategy to
align them. Assuming nm = 4:

1. When ne = nc (e.g. Espan = "死去的",
Cspan = "死亡的"), we pad one special token
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[U] to the tail of Cspan and the tail of Espan

separately:

Espan = [死,去,的,[U]]

Cspan = [死,亡,的,[U]]

2. When ne > nc (e.g. Espan = "终于了",
Cspan = "终于"), which means that some to-
kens can be added to the tail of correct span,
we pad two [U] tokens to the tail of Cspan

and one [U] token to the tail of Espan:

Espan = [终,于,了,[U]]

Cspan = [终,于,[U],[U]]

3. When ne < nc (e.g. Espan = "而于",
Cspan = "而终于"), which means that some
tokens can be deleted from Cspan. Then, we
insert one [U] into the missing position of
Espan, and pad one [U] to each span:

Espan = [而,[U],于,[U]]

Cspan = [而,终,于,[U]]

where [U] is a placeholder which means no char-
acter in the position.

Conditional Context Representation Our ar-
chitecture adopts BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as
the basic encoding model, which is initialized with
a pre-trained Chinese BERT (Cui et al., 2019) to
make full use of linguistic information from large-
scale Chinese texts. BERT is constructed with a
stacked layer structure, which has deep bidirec-
tional representations by learning information from
left to right and from right to left.

To predict the erroneous span conditioned on
the original context, we use BERT to encode the
masked correct text Cmasked to obtain contextual
representations of the masked spanMspan, denoted
as hl

ms, where l is the number of BERT layers. Pre-
vious masked language model applies an MLP de-
coder on this vector to conduct non-autoregressive
prediction. However, the predicted sequence may
be quite different from the original span.

To alleviate this problem, we propose a condi-
tional component to incorporate the correct span.
Specifically, we apply the same BERT to encode
the correct span Cspan and get corresponding hid-
den vectors, denoted as hl

cs. Then we add this
vector to the representation of the masked span:

hms = hlms + hlcs (1)

Figure 4: Data flow of the erroneous sentence construc-
tion. Token [U] in correct span is padding tokens to
make the length of the correct span equal to that of the
masked span.

As show in the left part of Figure 3, we further
apply a transformer layer on the new representation,
therefore the masked span representation hl+1

ms is
conditioned on both the context Cmasked and the
correct span Cspan. Finally, we apply a MLP layer
and a softmax layer to transform the vector hl+1

ms

to the generative probability p, it is defined as:

p = softmax(Whl+1
ms + b) (2)

We adopt cross entropy loss as the objective func-
tion:

LMLM = −
nm∑
i=1

c∑
j=1

logyijlogp
i
j (3)

where c is the size of vocabulary and nm is the
length of masked span.

MSE Penalty As we integrate the original span
into the model by Eq.1, the model will tend to
directly reconstruct the correct span when hms and
hl
cs are too similar. To lead the model not to pay

all attention to the correct span, we add a penalty to
force hms to be different from hl

cs by maximizing
the distance between two vectors:

LMSE = −MSE(hms, h
l
cs) (4)

where MSE means the mean squared error loss
function. Then the final loss of the model is:

Loss = λ · LMSE + LMLM (5)

where λ is a hyperparameter.
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Algorithm 1 Erroneous sentence construction
Input:
f : CNEG model
C: a correct text of n tokens
E: an erroneous text
T : a threshold to filter error-free span
Mspan: a span of [MASK] tokens

Output:
A: augmented dataset

1: Set length of masked correct span as nc;
2: Initialize an empty mapping M={}
3: for i ∈ [0, n− nq] do
4: Get a correct span Cspan = C[i : i+ nc]
5: Form a masked text Cmasked = C[: i] +
Mspan + C[i+ nc :]　　

6: Predict Gspan = f(Cmasked, Cspan)　　
7: Add (Cspan, Gspan) into mapping M

8: for Cspan, Gspan ∈M do　　
9: if PPL(Gspan) < T or PPL(Gspan) <
PPL(Cspan) then　　　　

10: continue　　
11: if Cspan ∈ E then
12: Replace Cspan in E with Gspan and

form a synthetic sentence S
13: Get the label sequence Y of S
14: Add (S, Y ) to A
15: return A

3.3 Erroneous Sentence Construction

In this subsection, we describe our method of con-
structing erroneous sentences. As the example
shown in Figure 4, we first mask a span in the
correct text and generate a span with the trained
model, then check if the span contain grammat-
ical errors, finally we use the erroneous span to
construct the erroneous sentence.

Erroneous Span Generation In this step, we
utilize the trained model to generate grammatically
erroneous spans for a correct text. Specifically,
given an erroneous text and its corrected text, we
first initial an empty correction-to-error mapping
M , and mask a span within the correct text, then
feed the correct span Cspan and the masked cor-
rect text Cmasked to the CNEG model to generate
a span Gspan, finally add the Cspan and Gspan pair
to the mapping. Since the span masking can be
conducted like a sliding window, we will get a
correction-to-error mapping for each correct text
(lines 3-7 in Algorithm 1).

Error-free Span Filtering Although our CNEG
model takes the erroneous spans as the predict-
ing targets, we cannot ensure that each generated
span will contain at least one grammatical error. If
we assign error-types to error-free spans, they will
become noises for the detection model later. There-
fore, it is necessary to filter out the error-free spans.
Mita et al. (2020) compare the perplexities of gen-
erated sentences and correct sentences to determine
whether the generated sentences are grammatically
correct. However, since the sentence-level per-
plexity is affected by too many tokens, the sen-
tence with larger perplexity may also be grammati-
cally correct. To address this issue, we introduce a
method that uses span-level perplexity to identify
whether the generated span is erroneous (lines 9-10
in Algorithm 1). To calculate PPL(Gspan), we
replace the masked span Mspan in the masked cor-
rect text Cmasked with the generated span Gspan,
and mask the word wi of the generated span one by
one, then utilize pre-trained BERT to predict the
probability P (wi) of the masked word wi：

P (wi) = P (wi|w1, ..., wi−1, wi+1, ..., wN ) (6)

We calculate the perplexity of the generated span
PPL(Gspan) by the following equation:

PPL(Gspan) = exp{− 1

N

N∑
i=1

P (wi)} (7)

Where N is the length of the generated span. We
use the same method to calculate the perplexity of
the correct span PPL(Cspan). Then we can filter
out the generated span whose perplexity is smaller
than corresponding PPL(Cspan) and smaller than
a threshold T , where T is a hyper-parameter. Fi-
nally, we will obtain a high-quality correction-to-
error mapping for a correct text.

Synthetic Sentence Construction After obtain-
ing the erroneous span, we can construct a training
sample for CGED (lines 11-14 in Algorithm 1).
Specifically, given an erroneous sentence E from
training dataset, we select a generated span Gspan

and a corresponding correct span Cspan from the
mapping. If the erroneous sentence E contains
the correct span Cspan, we will replace the correct
span Cspan with the generated span Gspan to form
a synthetic sentence S. Then we use a rule-based
method to automatically annotate the synthetic sen-
tence S to obtain a label sequence Y . Finally, we
add the sample (S, Y ) to the augmented dataset.
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Dataset S C E Espan

Train 21582 41 21541 53940
Validation 3154 1174 1980 4871
Test-2018 3546 1562 1984 5040
Test-2020 1457 307 1150 3660

Table 1: Distribution of datasets. S, C, E and Espan

denote the amount of sentences, the amount of correct
sentences, the amount of erroneous sentences and the
amount of erroneous spans, respectively. Test-2018 and
Test-2020 denote the test dataset of CGED-2018 and
the test dataset of CGED-2020, respectively.

4 Experimental setup

4.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on public datasets from
CGED tasks (Lee et al., 2016; Rao et al., 2017,
2018, 2020), which contain thousands of Chinese
text written by foreign language learners. Follow-
ing the work of (Wang et al., 2020b), we select
2016, 2017, 2018 and 2020 training dataset as our
training dataset.

CNEG Model We use error-correction sentence-
pairs from the training dataset to train the gener-
ative model. Then we use the trained model to
construct erroneous sentences by the same dataset.

CGED Model Each data augmentation method
will generate some samples, we combine them with
the training dataset to form a new dataset, which
can be used for training the detection model later.
For evaluating the performance of CGED model,
we use the test dataset from CGED-2017 for valida-
tion, use the test dataset from CGED-2018 and the
test dataset from CGED-2020 for testing separately.
The statistics of datasets are given in Table 1.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
We adopt the same evaluation method as used in
(Rao et al., 2018). It includes three levels:

• Detection level. This level is to detect whether a
sentence contains error, and can be considered as
a binary-classification of a sentence.

• Identification level. This level is to identify all
error-types of a sentence, and can be considered
as a multi-label classification of a sentence.

• Position level. This level is to locate the erro-
neous words and identify their corresponding
error types. However, there is no explicit word

boundary in Chinese text, we measure this score
on Chinese character-level in our experiment.

We use F1-score to measure each level.

4.3 Implementation Details

CNEG Model: The BERT encoder of our gener-
ative model is initialized with a Chinese BERT
(Cui et al., 2019), which is also used for measuring
the perplexities of generated spans later. We use
the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of
5e−5 and train the generative model for 10 epochs.
The λ in Eq. 5 is set to 0.5, and the threshold T in
Algorithm 1 is set to 2.
CGED Model: We evaluate various data augmen-
tation methods by training the BERT-based se-
quence labeling models on the augmented datasets.
To predict the label of each token, we apply a fully-
connected layer to perform token classification
based on the representation of the last transformer
layer, and the hidden size of the classification layer
is 768. For all experiments, we use the Adam op-
timizer with an initial learning rate of 7e−5. All
experiments are conducted for 5 runs and the aver-
aged score is reported.

4.4 Compared Methods

We compare our augmentation method with several
baseline methods.
Raw is the original training dataset without any
other augmented samples.
DirectNoise (Wang et al., 2019) is an editing based
method that introduces noise into a text by insert-
ing, deleting or replace some words.
Seq2seq (Kasewa et al., 2018) takes the corrected
sentences as the inputs and the erroneous sentences
as the predicting targets of the model.
BackTranslation (Lichtarge et al., 2019) first
translates the original sentence into a bridge lan-
guage, the translated sentence will be translated
back into the source language. In this experiment,
we select English as the bridge language .
ADV (Wang and Zheng, 2020) is an adversarial
method that constructs adversarial examples by tar-
geting the weak spots of the models and replacing
these weak tokens by correction-to-error mapping.
CNEG is our proposed augmentation method that
first generates context-dependent erroneous spans,
and constructs erroneous sentences.
CNEG w/o Filter is a variation of our method that
constructs erroneous sentence without error-free
span filtering strategy, as proposed in §3.3.
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Method CGED-2018 CGED-2020
D-F I-F P-F D-F I-F P-F

Raw 80.66 64.93 49.77 87.39 60.27 32.78
DirectNoise 79.20 63.06 48.02 88.91 59.11 31.37
Seq2Seq 79.81 63.26 49.49 86.76 58.29 31.40
BackTranslation 80.20 64.01 48.81 87.03 59.89 31.92
ADV 80.71 64.79 50.10 87.11 60.20 32.81
CNEG (ours) 80.9 66.88 52.26 88.12 62.00 33.99
CNEG w/o Filter (ours) 80.47 66.37 51.92 87.03 59.16 33.14

Table 2: Main results on the CGED datasets. The best results are in bold. CGED-2018 denotes the test dataset of
CGED-2018. CGED-2020 denotes the test dataset of CGED-2020. D-F denotes the F-score of detection-level. I-F
denotes the F-score of identification level. P-F denotes the F-score of Position-level.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Main Results

The experimental results on the CGED datasets are
shown in Table 2. Our observations are as follows:
Whole-sentence generation methods degrade
the performance on both of the test datasets.
Seq2Seq and BackTranslation get worse results
than Raw dataset because they treat the erroneous
sentence generation as a whole sentence generation
task, which is not controllable. By comparing our
CNEG w/o Filter with Seq2Seq, we observe that
span-generation method improves about 2.3% on
the position-level of CGED-2018, and 1.7% on the
position-level of CGED-2020.
Context-dependent errors are beneficial. Al-
though DirectNoise shows effectiveness in some
previous studies, it has no effect on the CGED
dataset because the randomly introduced errors are
context-independent, which are too easy for the
detection model to detect such errors. Among the
compared methods, ADV performs the best because
it constructs errors considering about the contex-
tual information. Even without filtering strategy,
CNEG w/o Filter outperforms ADV by a large mar-
gin because it can generate more diversified errors,
improving position-level F-score by 2.2% and 1.1%
on the two test datasets.
Error-free filtering is necessary. We observe that
CNEG further improves CNEG-filter by 0.6% on
the position-level of CGED-2020. Without filtering
strategy, the performance on detection-level shows
significant decline. The reason is that the noisy aug-
mented data can hurt the model performance. This
result demonstrates the effectiveness of filtering
out error-free span.

Method D-F I-F P-F
CNEG (ours) 80.9 66.88 52.26
CNEG w/o Con 79.59 66.03 51.31
CNEG w/o Pen 81.32 65.83 51.86

Table 3: Ablation results on the CGED-2018.

Method Sentence
Correct 烟雾刺激就会对人体有危害。

CNEG (ours) 雾烟刺激就会人体有危害。

CNEG w/o Con 雾烟刺激真的是对人体有危害。

CNEG w/o Pen 雾烟刺激就会对人体有危害。

Table 4: Examples generated by the models. The
masked correct span are marked in green. The gener-
ated spans are marked in red. Errors from the original
erroneous sentence are marked in blue.

5.2 Effects of Components of Generative
Model

For further analyzing the effectiveness of the com-
ponents of our proposed model, we also conduct
ablation experiments as follows:
CNEG w/o Con is a variation of our model that
predicts error not conditioned on the original span,
which is described in §3.2.
CNEG w/o Pen is a variation of our method that
trains generation model without the MSE penalty ,
which is described in §3.2.

Results are shown in Table 3. Experimental re-
sults show that CNEG significantly performs better
than CNEG w/o Con and CNEG w/o Penalty. We
also present several generated sentences in Table
4. CNEG w/o Con generates a grammatical error,
which is quite different from the original span and
should be corrected to "真的对", and we should
assign a redundant label to the token "是". How-
ever, when comparing the generated span with the
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Method D-F I-F P-F
PSE 80.2 64.98 50.21
GME 81.2 65.62 50.94
PME 80.9 66.88 52.26

Table 5: Results of different sentence construction
methods on CGED-2018.

original span, selection-error labels are automati-
cally assigned to the tokens in the generated span,
which will confuse the detection model. CNEG w/o
Pen directly reconstructs the original span, which
is useless for data augmentation. Our methods gen-
erates a grammatical error by missing an important
token in the original span, which is beneficial for
the detection model. These results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed components.

5.3 Effects of Multi-Error Sentences

Our augmentation method masks a span in a correct
sentence and then predicts an erroneous span. To
construct an erroneous sentence, the direct method
is to replace the masked span with the predicted
span, then the synthetic sentence will contain an
erroneous span, we call this method PSE (Plug-in
Single-Error). However, each sentence in CGED
dataset contains over two errors on average, as
shown in the Table 1. To make the synthetic sen-
tences be consistent with multi-error sentences,
we develop two multi-error sentences construction
strategies. First, as described in §3.3, we locate the
correct span in the corresponding erroneous sen-
tence and replace it with the erroneous span. The
synthetic sentence will contain original errors and a
generated error, we call this method PME (Plug-in
Multi-Error). Second, we mask a correct span in an
erroneous sentence, and utilize the model to predict
an erroneous span. Then the new sentence will con-
tain the original errors and a generated error, we
call this method GME(Generated Multi-error). To
figure it out which is the better choice, we conduct
experiments on the datasets augmented by those
methods. We report the results in Table 5. We
observe that the PSE gets the worst performance.
The reason is that single-error is too easy for the de-
tecting model. PME outperforms GME, the reason
may be that GME can not predict beneficial spans
with the noisy context. Therefore, we can conclude
that inserting the erroneous span into the original
erroneous sentence is the most effective method.

Figure 5: Performance of data augmentation with dif-
ferent filter threshold. The left axes is for CGED-2018,
the right axes is for CGED-2020.

Sentence
(a) 从小就是(形象)形影不离的一对。

(b) 从小就是(内容)形影不离的一对。

(c) 第二天(变)天气变得很好。

(d) 第二天(给)天气变得很好。

Table 6: Constructed examples. (a) and (c) are gener-
ated by our model. (b) and (d) are generated by direct
noise method. Errors are marked in red.

5.4 Effects of Different Threshold For
Filtering Strategy

Results on Table 2 show that with the help of fil-
tering strategy, CNEG can further improve by 1%
over CNEG w/o filter. In this subsection, to further
evaluate the effectiveness of our filtering strategy,
we set different filtering thresholds to construct
several augmentation datasets, then train detection
models with these datasets. The evaluation results
are show in Figure 5.

We can observe that when threshold is around
2, the method achieves the best performance on
both the CGED-2018 and CGED-2020. When the
threshold is lower than 2, the performances of de-
tection model decrease significantly. The reason
is that there are many error-free spans whose per-
plexities are lower than 2, when these error-free
spans are added into the training dataset, the detec-
tion model will be confused. When the threshold
is higher than 4, the methods also achieve worse
performance. The reason is that most generated
errors are filtered out, the reserved erroneous spans
are too limited for boosting the performance of
detection models.

5.5 Case Study

As we demonstrated, our model can better imi-
tate human grammatical errors. In Table 6, we
list some augmented examples. The first two sen-
tences are selection errors, sentence (a) replaces
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"形影" with a near-synonym "形象", sentence (b)
replaces "形影" with a random noun "内容". The
last two sentences are redundant errors, sentence
(c) inserts "变" in front of "天气" where "变天气"
is a phrase but not correct for here, sentence (d)
inserts a random verb “给” in front of "天气" to
generate a obviously redundant error. Unlike hu-
man who usually makes context-dependent errors,
the direct noise method always introduces random
errors, while our model generates highly context-
dependent errors. Hence, our method can generate
high quality and diverse errors which could not
constructed by direct noise method.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, considering that grammatical errors
made by humans are usually context-dependent,
we propose a conditional non-autoregressive error
generation method (CNEG) for data augmentation
of CGED. By introducing the correct span into the
non-autoregressive model, the model will generate
errors conditioned on both the context and the cor-
rect span. Observing that the model may generate
correct spans, a filtering strategy is proposed to fil-
ter out error-free spans. Experimental results show
that our method outperforms all compared data aug-
mentation methods on the CGED datasets, which
demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.
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